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Hotel Lighting Solution

    NLED 8116A/NLED1808, for 9~12 meters high ceiling

    NLED 8115A/NLED1807, for 6~9 meters high ceiling

Reception Area Hotel Lobby

Lighting in hotels should be installed with guests as the focal point of the entire process. By making lighting 
a priority, hotels will be able to create the right ambience for their guests in any situation. With NVC LED 
lighting, the look and feel of hotels can be transformed with just a change of the lights and settings. 

The entire guest experience starts upon arrival at the front desk. If guests arrive late at night, the lighting 
should be warm and welcoming, invoking a more relaxed and comfortable atmosphere. Conversely, for the 
morning check-in process, there should be plenty of daylight or bright white lighting to help guests feel 
energised and awake.

The reception area serves as a hotel’s business card. This is where 
guests are welcomed and get familiarised with the hotel’s 
environment. Apart from a warm greeting, pleasant lighting can also 
enhance the communicative process. 

Appropriate lighting emphasises the architectural concept of the 
hotel and accentuates brand differentiation, while special light 
colours and accent lights can create an optimal impression with a 
unique atmosphere.  

Recommended products: Downlights, Spotlights, Multiple Lights

Benefits: Sophisticated design, flexibility and beam distribution 
optimised for hallways. 

Recommended products: Downlights and Spotlights

Benefits: Downlights provide an overall background lighting, while 
spotlights can be activated by using intense directional lighting in 
selected areas such as highlighting a picture on the wall. Similarly, 
narrow-angle spotlights can be used to highlight specific objects 
such as tables and chairs.

NLED 8115B, Wall washing for backgrounds with an even output

NLED 8115A, Meets 6~9 meters straight projection requirement

NLED5801C1, Surface installation

For lighting in hotel lobbies, it is important to make the steps, 
ramps and corners of low tables more visible. The lights must be 
sufficient in quantity and strategically positioned for guests to use 
the lounge and seating area to hold meetings and read. 

Key considerations for choosing an LED solution for the hotel 
lobby are attention and care, in order to make the hotel lighting 
more appealing. The entire atmosphere in the lobby can then be 
changed by using different types of light settings. 



Recommend Products

  NLED 8113D/NLED1803B, Provide excell-
ent interior lighting, exterior lighting and 
facade lighting

    NLED8113A, glare proof fixed downlight,
fundamental lighting

   NLED 8113D, glare proof adjustable down-
light

  NLED 8116A/NLED1808, for 9-12 meters  
high ceiling

  NLED 8115A/NLED1807, for 6-9 meters 
high ceiling

Entrance Area Hotel Room Hallway

Zain Series

NLED 8115A

NLED 8116A/NLED1808

NLED 8115A/NLED1807

NLED 8115B

NLED5801C1

NLED 8113D/NLED1803B

NLED 8116A/NLED1808

NLED 8115A/NLED1807

NLED8113A

NLED 8113D

Lighting is essential for the exterior of a hotel. 
Hotel signs must be illuminated for easy 
identification of the hotel, and the entrance 
must be well lit for safety reasons. The design 
and appeal of a hotel’s entrance can also be 
enhanced depending on the type of lighting 
used.

A hotel room is no longer just a room for 
sleeping in. Now a space for multiple 
functions such as dining, working and 
relaxing, the lighting layout needs to reflect 
the various types of usage and provide the 
appropriate light levels to meet those 
requirements.

With hallways acting as spaces that lead 
guests to their rooms, adjusted lighting can 
reduce the “tunnel effect” and make the path 
move inviting and safe for guests. Hotel staff 
spend much of their time in these areas, and 
adjusting light levels for their comfort to 
improve working efficiency is also important. 
Additionally, it is essential to eliminate the 
glare effect in the hallways. Recommended products: Spotlights

Benefits: Provide a modern feel to the 
entrance while acting as a strong source of 
light.

Recommended Products: Tracklights, 
Downlights and Spotlights 

Benefits: Meet sustainability goals, enhance 
aesthetic appeal, and include dimming 
feature when required.

Recommended Products: Downlights and 
Spotlights

Benefits: Optical design which provides 
narrow light distribution required for 
hallways, and improve light levels while 
maintaining an inviting look.
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NVC International Holdings Limited

Unit 705, 7/F., Building 20E, Phase 3,Hong Kong Science Park, 
Pak Shek Kok, N.T., Hong Kong
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